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INTERNATIONAL TOURISM IN CUBA: AN UPDATE

María Dolores Espino

After years of neglect, the Cuban government timidly
started to promote international tourism in the mid-
1970s. By the mid-1980s, in the midst of an external
sector crisis, the Cuban government embarked in a
counter-reform, idealistic economic development pro-
gram named the “Rectification of Errors and Negative
Tendencies” (Mesa-Lago 2000). Along with the abol-
ishment of free farmers markets, a return to moral in-
centives and the elimination of many of the market-
based reforms made during the late 1970s and early
1980s, the Rectification Process placed an added em-
phasis on the development of the international tour-
ism industry. 

The late 1980s saw a rapid expansion of the interna-
tional tourism sector. Tourist arrivals from capitalist
nations increased from 101.5 thousand in 1982 to
310.3 thousand in 1990, while gross revenues from
tourism increased from $61.1 million in 1982 to $310
million in 1999. In spite of the impressive perfor-
mance of the international tourism sector during the
1980s, the disappearance of the Soviet bloc and Soviet
subsidies, as well as the counter-reform policies of Rec-
tification, caused the worst economic downturn of
Cuba’s history (Mesa-Lago 2000; Roca 1991; Ritter
1988). In an attempt to address the crisis, Cuban au-
thorities announced in 1990 the start of “the special
period in time of peace.” During the early years of the
“special period,” Cuban authorities concentrated on
expanding the export sector (Mesa-Lago 2000). Tour-
ism, rapidly becoming Cuba’s main export industry,
was to play a key role. 

The rapid growth of the international tourism sector
continued into the 1990s. In 1999, 1,603 thousand
visitors arrived in Cuba, almost five times as many as

the 326.3 thousands that visited in 1989. Growth rates
during the nineties have also outpaced those of the
eighties. While annual growth rates during the eighties
averaged 11.9%, the average annual rate of increase
during the nineties was approximately 18%. Arrivals
accelerated in the later part of the decade, averaging a
21.2% annual increase since 1995, compared to an an-
nual average of 13.8% in the early 1990s (Espino
2000). By 1994, tourism exports surpassed sugar ex-
ports, making international tourism Cuba’s top export
industry. The tourism sector soon became the star of
the “special period.” In recent years, however, the in-
dustry has suffered a number of setbacks, posting nega-
tive growth in tourist arrivals in three of the last eight
years. This paper explores the performance of the Cu-
ban tourism industry in the new century. 

RECENT PERFORMANCE OF THE 
INTERNATIONAL TOURISM SECTOR 
The international tourism sector in Cuba opened in
the new century with a robust performance: almost
1,774 thousand visitors arrived in the island during
the year 2000, an 11% percent increase over 1999 (see
Table 1). However, the terrorist acts of September
2001 and the security concern experienced by air trav-
elers soon had an impact on Cuban tourism. Visitor
arrivals to the island fell dramatically in the last quar-
ter of 2001, and the year closed posting an increase of
only 545 thousand international visitors over the year
2000. The continuation of security concerns in the
following year brought another dismal performance in
the sector. Arrivals in 2002 were down 5% from 2001
and only 5% higher than arrivals in 1999. From 2003
to 2005, the sector seemed to be on the way to recov-
ery, with international arrivals growing steadily. In
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2003, visitors to Cuba broke the much-sought-after 2
million arrivals mark; by 2005, over 2,319 thousand
visitors traveled to Cuba, a 45% increase over visitors
in 1999.

While the numbers painted a success story, the Cuban
government’s attitude toward the sector took a 180
degree turn and a major shift in policy followed. In
February 2004, the Minister of Tourism, Ibrahim Fe-
rradaz García, was replaced by Manuel Marrero Cruz,
formally the executive President of Gaviota S.A., a mil-
itary-operated tourism corporation (Prensa Latina
2004). The replacement of Ferradaz and other high
level officials and managers signaled a retrenching of
the timid market reforms instituted during the 1990s
and the re-centralization and militarization of the
tourism sector. It has been reported that during this
campaign, Party militants were shown a video where
Raúl Castro asserts that “tourism is a tree that was
born twisted” (Frank 2004). 

On May 6, 2004, the Cuban tourism industry received
yet another blow as the U.S. government announced

tough new regulation on travel to the island. The regu-
lations became effective on June 30 of that year. On
October 24, Cuba reacted to the new U.S. policy by
announcing that the U.S. dollar would no longer be
accepted as legal tender in the island effective Novem-
ber 8. The holding of U.S. dollars was not criminalized
but its use prohibited; dollars now need to be ex-
changed to convertible pesos. A 10% fee was also im-
posed on each U.S. dollar/convertible peso exchange.
In April 2005, the value of the convertible peso, which
traded at par with the dollar, was increased by 8%.
This measure, along with the 10% fee, effectively
raised the rate of exchange to $1.20 per convertible
peso (Mesa-Lago 2005). While the 10% exchange fee
can be avoided by tourists using other currencies, the
8% revaluation of the convertible peso and the transac-
tional cost (both explicit and implicit) of exchanging
currencies into convertible pesos, effectively increased
the cost of a Cuban vacation.

The Cuban tourism sector suffered major setbacks in
2006 and 2007, with international arrivals falling in
both years (see Table 1). A closer look at the Cuban
tourism industry is needed before determining wheth-
er the shift in government policy, higher costs, or other
factors are primarily responsible for the recent down-
turn in arrivals.

TOURIST/EXCURSIONIST BREAKDOWN 

The majority of visitors to Cuba continue to be tour-
ists, that is, persons whose stay in the island lasts longer
than 24 hours. Relatively few excursionists visit the is-
land. In 2007, only around 33 thousand excursionists
visited, down from over 71 thousand in 2006, when
excursionists made up almost 3.6% of all visitors. The
tourist/excursionist breakdown that prevails today in
Cuba is quite different from that prevailing in pre-rev-
olutionary Cuba and from the current pattern in most
of the Caribbean. During the 1950s, a major portion
of the tourist trade to Cuba was excursionists: 90,000
in 1958, 22% of total foreign arrivals. For the Caribbe-
an as a whole, excursionists made up 46% of all inter-
national arrivals. The low number of excursionists to-
day can be attributed to the island’s exclusion from the
sea-cruise industry as a consequence of the U.S. trade
embargo. As long as the embargo is in place, Cuba will
continue to be left out of the lucrative Caribbean sea-

Table 1. Visitor Arrivals (thousands)
Year Visitors % change Tourists % changeExcursionists % change
1982 151
1983 174 16
1984 218 25
1985 243 11 238 5
1986 282 16 276 16 6 20
1987 294 4 282 2 12 100
1988 309 5 298 6 11 -8
1989 326 6 314 5 12 9
1990 340 4 327 4 13 8
1991 424 25 418 28 6 -54
1992 461 9 455 9 6 0
1993 544 18 544 20 0 -100
1994 617 13 617 13 0 0
1995 746 21 742 20 4
1996 1004 35 999 35 5 25
1997 1170 17 1153 15 17 240
1998 1416 21 1390 21 26 53
1999 1603 13 1561 12 42 62
2000 1774 11 1741 12 33 -21
2001 1775 0 1736 0 39 18
2002 1686 -5 1656 -5 30 -23
2003 1900 13 1847 12 59 97
2004 2049 8 2017 9 32 -46
2005 2319 13 2261 12 58 81
2006 2221 -4 2150 -5 71 22
2007 2152 -3 2119 -1 33 -54

Source: ONE, WTO, CTO.
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cruise industry. The U.S. embargo prohibits U.S.-
based cruises from including Cuba in their itineraries. 

Cuba’s exclusion from the passenger cruise industry
significantly lowers its share of the overall Caribbean
international visitor market. In 2007, Cuba’s share of
the cruise market was less than 0.1%. The lack of diver-
sity in the type of visitors leaves the Cuban tourism
sector with a higher degree of exposure to external ad-
verse economic and security conditions than the rest
of the Caribbean. For example in 2002, following the
terrorist attacks of 2001, the 2.7% decrease in interna-
tional tourist arrivals to the Caribbean was cushioned
to a large extent by a 7.1% increase in cruise passengers.
Without this cushion, Cuba suffered a 5% decline in
visitor arrivals. 

Cuba’s share of Caribbean tourism has increased
steadily, from an average of 3% during the 1980s to a
high of 10.18% in 2005 (see Table 2). It fell to 9.34%
in 2006. This is still less than half of what it was during
the 1950s. It is unlikely that Cuba’s share of the Carib-
bean tourism market will reach pre-revolutionary lev-
els as long as the U.S. trade embargo and travel restric-
tions remain in effect. U.S. citizens currently are
prohibited from traveling to Cuba for pleasure. This
denies Cuba access to the U.S. travel market, though
the U.S. is its “natural partner.” The U.S. is, in fact, the
principal supplier of tourists to the Caribbean area,
though its predominance in the Caribbean market has
been declining. In 2007 the U.S. supplied 52% of all
visitors to the Caribbean, down from around 60% dur-
ing the 1980s (Espino 1994). 

ARRIVALS BY MAIN MARKETS
U.S. policy restricting pleasure and business travel to
Cuba has forced Cuba to seek alternative markets.
Since the 1980s, Cuba has been successful in attracting
tourists from Canada and Europe. This is still the case
today, with these two markets accounting for 73.6% of
all international arrivals to the island in 2007. A closer
look at the Cuban tourism market reveals important
changes in the origin of tourist arrivals (Tables 3
and 4).

The Canadian Market
The country generating the highest number of visitors
to Cuba by far is Canada. In 2007, over 660 thousand
Canadians visited Cuba. The number of Canadians
visiting the island has more than doubled since 2000,
when about 308 thousand Canadians traveled to Cu-
ba. Cuba’s reliance on the Canadian market has also
increased significantly during this period. In 2007,
30.7% of the total number of visitors to the island
were Canadians, compared to only 17.3% in 2000 and
14.8% in 1997. This increase in the number of Cana-

Table 2. Cuba and the Caribbean Tourist 
Market (thousands)

Cuban Tourist Arrivals 
Caribbean

Tourist Arrivals
Cuba’s % Share of 
Caribbean Market

1997 1153 17864.6 6.45
1998 1390 18215.8 7.63
1999 1561 19116.8 8.17
2000 1741 20424.7 8.52
2001 1736 20020.9 8.67
2002 1656 18997.8 8.72
2003 1895 20339.4 9.29
2004 2017 21765.3 9.27
2005 2261 22207.1 10.18

2006 2150 22205.2 9.68
2007 2119 22686.1 9.34

Source: CTO; author’s calculations.

Table 3. Arrivals by Main Markets 
(percentages)

1997 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007
United States 2.9 4.3 4.4 4.6 4.4 2.4 1.4 1.7 1.9
Canada 14.8 17.3 19.7 20.6 23.7 27.5 25.9 27.2 30.7
Italy, Spain, Germany 34.4 30.0 26.5 26.0 24.3 22.8 21.0 20.0 17.2
Total Europe 55.3 53.5 50.6 50.9 49.4 47.8 45.1 45.6 42.9

Source: CTO, author’s calculations.

Table 4. Visitor Arrivals by Main Countries 
(thousands)

2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007
Canada 307.7 350.4 348.5 452.4 563.4 602.4 604.4 660.4
Italy 175.7 159.4 147.8 177.6 178.6 169.3 144.2 134.3
United Kingdom 91.0 94.8 103.7 120.9 161.2 199.4 211.1 208.1
Spain 153.2 140.1 138.6 127.7 146.2 194.1 185.5 133.0
Germany 203.4 171.9 152.7 157.7 143.6 124.5 114.3 103.1
France 132.1 138.8 129.9 144.5 119.9 107.5 103.5 92.3
Venezuela 12.5 16.4 11.0 15.2 86.3 185.2 83.8 33.6
Mexico 86.5 98.5 87.6 88.8 79.7 89.1 98.0 91.7
Argentina 54.2 41.0 9.4 13.9 23.5 24.9 30.4 37.9
Russia 14.2 14.4 10.7 12.6 17.5 20.7 27.8 29.1
China 4.9 6.1 4.5 4.8 7.0 8.2 8.6 11.6
United States 76.9 78.6 77.6 84.5 49.9 37.2 36.8 40.5
Other Caribbeana

a Mostly Cuban-Americans.

136.5 138.5 157.5 168.2 125.4

Source: ONE, CTO.
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dians visiting the island can be attributed to two fac-
tors: an overall increase in Canadians choosing a Ca-
ribbean vacation and an increase in Cuban tourism’s
competitiveness in the Canadian market.

Buoyed by a strong economy at home and an appreci-
ating Canadian dollar, Canadian vacationers have
been flocking to the Caribbean in record numbers.
Since 2002, Canadian arrivals to the Caribbean in-
creased at an annual average rate of 10.4%, compared
to an annual average of only 3.6% of total tourist arriv-
als to the region (CTO 2008). While Cuba has no
doubt profited from the strong growth in Canadian
travel to the Caribbean region, there is also evidence of
an increase in Cuban tourism’s competitiveness in the
Canadian market. Cuba’s share of the Caribbean mar-
ket for Canadian tourists has increased significantly,
from 25.4% in 2000 to 31.7% in 2007 (Table 5).

The last two years, however, seem to indicate a re-
trenchment in Cuba’s competitiveness in the Canadi-
an/Caribbean market. Cuba’s share of this market
peaked in 2005, when Cuba attracted more than 1 of
every 3 Canadians vacationing in the Caribbean (a
share of 33.5%) and has been declining since then. Sig-
nificant also was Cuba’s inability to attract Canadian
tourists redirected from hurricane-impacted Cancún,
who seem to have chosen the Dominican Republic as
an alternative.

The European Market
During 2007, the number of European visitors to
Cuba numbered over 924 thousand, a decrease from
the over a million European visitors in 2005 and 2006.
While Europeans still made up over 42.9% of all Cu-
ban tourist arrivals in 2007, this percentage has been
decreasing since 1998, when almost 56% of all tourists
to the island were European. The new century has seen

not only a decrease in Cuba’s reliance on the European
market, but also a shift with regard to the individual
countries in Europe supplying tourists to the island. 

Throughout the 1980s and 1990s, Germany, Italy and
Spain were the largest European suppliers of tourists
to Cuba.1 A previous study found, however, that while
throughout the 1990s, Cuba increased its share of Eu-
ropeans traveling to the Caribbean, it simultaneously
lost market share with respect to the German and
Spanish markets (Espino 2000). Cuba was able to
compensate for loss of share among its top suppliers by
diversifying toward other European countries, attract-
ing an increasing share of tourists from France, the
U.K., and the Netherlands, who traditionally pre-
ferred to vacation in their former Caribbean colonies. 

These trends seem to have continued into the new
century. While Cuba’s share of the total European
tourist market is only down slightly from 2000 (see
Table 6), Cuba seems to be losing ground in attracting
tourists from the three largest European suppliers of
tourists to the Spanish-speaking Caribbean: Spain, Ita-
ly, and Germany. In 1997, these three countries sup-
plied 34.4% of all tourists to Cuba; by 2007, this share
was down to 17.2%. The number of Germans visiting
the island has being declining since 2004, and that of
Italians since 2005, while the number of arrivals from
Spain started to decline in 2001, recovered in 2004
and 2005, and has been declining since then. 

Since 2003, either France or the United Kingdom has
been among the top three European countries supply-
ing tourists to Cuba. In the last three years the United
Kingdom has led Europe as the country generating the
largest number of tourists to the island (see Table 4).
The number of French tourists, however, has been de-
clining since 2004 and tourist arrivals from the U.K.,
while increasing through the decade, were actually
down in 2007. 

To make up for the fall in tourists from the large Euro-
pean markets, Cuba has turned to smaller markets.
Success in attracting tourist from the smaller Europe-
an countries has been spotty at best: arrivals from
Switzerland, Portugal, the Netherlands, Belgium, and

Table 5. Share of Canadian Caribbean 
Tourist Market (percentage)

2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007
Cuba 25.4 27.9 27.4 30.2 32.4 33.5 33.1 31.7
Dominican Republic 20.3 22.6 24.6 27.5 25.8 23.7 27.9 28.2
Cancún 7.5 6.9 9.4 9.3 10.0 10.5 4.4 5.6

Source: CTO, author’s calculations.

1. The only exception was in 1997, when France supplied more tourists than Germany.
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Austria increased, showing promise in the early 2000s,
but have been down for the past two years. The only
Western European markets showing increases through
2007 are Denmark, Norway, and Ireland. Cuba is also
attracting a growing number of tourists from Poland
and the Czech Republic. Not surprisingly, given recent
tightening of relations between the two countries,
Russian visitors to Cuba more than doubled from
about 14 thousand in 2000 to 29 thousand in 2007.

The current trends do not bode well for Cuba’s com-
petitiveness in the European tourist market. This con-
clusion is reinforced by Cuba’s inability, as in the case
of the Canadian market, to gain market share from
European tourists redirected from hurricane-impacted
Cancún (see Table 6).

The U.S. Market
As discussed previously, current U.S. Government pol-
icy restricts travel to Cuba, denying the island free ac-
cess to the largest supplier of tourists to the Caribbean.
U.S. citizens and residents can and do travel to Cuba,
both legally and illegally. Legal travel to Cuba is per-
mitted for special categories of travelers. The U.S. De-
partment of the Treasury’s Office of Foreign Assets
Control (OFAC) authorizes the following to travel to
Cuba under general license (OFAC 2008): 

• Journalists and supporting broadcasting or techni-
cal personnel;

• Official government travelers;
• Members of international organizations;
• Full-time professionals whose travel transaction

are directly related to professional non-commer-
cial research with a substantial likelihood of public
dissemination; and

• Full-time professionals traveling to attend profes-
sional meetings or conferences organized by inter-
national organizations and institutions who regu-
larly sponsor similar meetings in other countries.

Individuals or groups falling under any of the above
categories do not need to apply for a license prior to
traveling to Cuba. Other individuals and groups can
obtain permission to travel to Cuba by applying to
OFAC for a specific license. Specific licenses are gener-
ally granted to the following: individuals visiting im-
mediate family members (visits are restricted to one
every three year); educational institutions, on an annu-
al basis including travel by students and employees for
authorized educational activities; and religious organi-
zations, including individuals affiliated with the orga-
nization traveling under the auspices of the religious
organization engaging in authorized activities. On
case-by-case basis, specific licenses might be also grant-
ed for travel related to the following activities:

1. Humanitarian projects and support of the Cuban
people;

2. Free-lance journalism;
3. Professional research and professional meetings

not covered by the general license;
4. Religious activity not covered by a religious orga-

nization license;
5. Public performances, athletics or other competi-

tions or exhibitions;
6. Amateur or semi-professional athletes on team

competitions;
7. Activities of private foundations or research and

educational institutions;
8. Exportation, importation and transmission of in-

formation or informational materials; and
9. Licensed exportation. 

OFAC also regulates the amount and type of expendi-
tures that travelers can incur in the island. Traveling to
Cuba without the cover of a license, whether general
or specific, is illegal under U.S. law and the traveler is
subject to fines and other penalties. Nevertheless, a fair
amount of illegal travel to the island by U.S. citizens
and/or residents occurs every year. Illegal travel takes
the form of fraudulent use of licenses, unauthorized
travel through third countries, and sea borne visits by
boats and yachts. U.S. regulations on travel to Cuba,
for example the ease of acquiring licenses, interpreta-
tion of authorized activities (e.g., what constitutes a
family visit), and the amount of expenditures that is al-
lowed, change periodically. The enforcement of the

Table 6. Share of European Tourist Market 
(percentage)

2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007
Cuba 18.3 18.6 19.1 18.8 18.5 19.1 16.8 16.7
Dominican Republic 25.1 22.8 23.3 25.3 24.4 25.5 26.5 25.0
Cancún 5.5 7.0 5.9 5.1 5.7 5.5 3.1 3.8

Source: CTO, author’s calculations.
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rules as well as the severity of the fines and penalties
have fluctuated through time as well. These changes in
rules, interpretation, and enforcement have had an ef-
fect on the number U.S. travelers to Cuba, both legally
and illegally.

In 2007, Cuba reported that 40.5 thousand visitors
from the U.S. traveled to the island (see Table 4). This
number, however, includes neither U.S. citizens travel-
ing to the island illegally nor the bulk of Cuban-Amer-
icans on family visits who travel with Cuban passports.
In 1999, when the reported number of visitors from
the U.S. stood at 62.3 thousand, Cuban officials allud-
ed that the visitors figure included U.S. citizens and
that in addition, “over 100,000” Cuban-Americans
visited the island (Rice 2000). Others estimate that
153,000 visitors from the U.S. legally visited the island
in 1999, while an additional 28,000 traveled in viola-
tion of U.S. law (Amberg 2000).

While American tourists traveling to Cuba without a
license and Cuban-Americans traveling with Cuban
passports are not included in the official statistics as
originating in the U.S., both groups are included in
Cuba’s total visitor arrivals. Cuban-Americans (along
with other Cuban nationals residing outside the island
in places other than the U.S.) traveling to Cuba with
Cuban passports are categorized as “other Caribbean”
(see Table 4). Though not all visitors in this category
can be assumed to reside in the U.S., summing a por-
tion of it to the official U.S. category makes the U.S. at
least the third largest supplier of visitors to Cuba (if
not the second largest) from 1999 to 2004. Cuban-
Americans in family visits traveled in record numbers
to Cuba in 2002, 2003, and the first half of 2004.
Their numbers counterbalanced the decreases in visi-
tors from other sources due to security concerns fol-
lowing the terrorist attacks of September 2001. 

In June 30, 2004, the new U.S. restrictions on travel to
Cuba mentioned above came into effect. While the
new rules reduced the ability to obtain licenses for all
categories of travel, the largest number impacted were
individuals traveling on family visits, almost exclusive-
ly Cuban-Americans. Whereas before the restriction
“family” was liberally interpreted, the new rule restrict-
ed travel to immediate family (parents, spouses, chil-
dren and siblings). Before the restrictions, visits were

allowed once a year, but with the new restrictions in
place, family visits are restricted to once every three
years. 

The impact on the number of visitors traveling to
Cuba from the U.S. had an immediate impact. In
2004, Cuba officially reported a decline in the category
of visitors from the U.S. of 34.6 thousand visitors. The
decline in the “other Caribbean” category was of 42.8
thousand visitors. The reduction in total visits by U.S.
citizens and residents in the second half of 2004 can be
calculated at approximately 77.4 thousand visitors. 

The Latin American Market 
Among Latin American countries, Mexico is the larg-
est supplier of tourists to the island. In 2007, 91.7
thousand Mexican tourists visited Cuba. Mexico is
also one of the most reliable markets for Cuba. After
increasing steadily during the 1990s, arrivals from
Mexico have averaged about 90 thousand per year, ex-
hibiting little fluctuation. 

The second largest Latin American market for Cuban
tourism is Argentina. Almost 40 thousand tourists
from Argentina visited the island in 2007. Though the
number of arrivals is down from the 54.2 thousand Ar-
gentines that visited Cuba in 2000, arrivals have been
recovering from the downturn caused by the Argen-
tinian economic crisis. The third largest supplier of
tourists from Latin America in 2007 was Colombia,
providing 18.6 thousand tourists. The Colombian
market has been improving since 2002, but it is still
down from 2001. With the exception of Venezuela,
arrivals from other countries in Latin America have
not been significant.

Venezuela represents an interesting case. While from
1990 to 2003 the average number of tourists to Cuba
from Venezuela in any one year was 11.8 thousand, ar-
rivals shot up to 86.3 thousand in 2004. During 2005,
the number of arrivals from Venezuela reached 185.2
thousand, but fell to 83.8 thousand in 2006. This
anomalous pattern in arrivals from Venezuela is due to
“Operación Milagro,” part of the cooperation agree-
ment between Cuba and Venezuela that consists of
flying in Venezuelans to Cuba to receive free medical
care, particularly eye treatment and surgery. While
these numbers are not expected to be sustained (arriv-
als from Venezuela were to 33.6 thousand in 2007),
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they significantly inflated the total arrivals numbers
during 2003–2005. 

Other Markets

Cuba receives very few visitors from other areas of the
world. For example, in 2007, around 7 thousand visi-
tors originating from Africa visited the island. Arrivals
from South East Asia were 4 thousand, while arrivals
from the Middle East were only about 2 thousand. Ar-
rivals from these regions have remained fairly constant
through the present decade. The number of visitors
from East Asia and the Pacific is relatively larger. In
2007, 42 thousand visitors from East Asia and the Pa-
cific arrived in Cuba, a substantial increase from the
27 thousand in 2000. From this region, China was the
country that supplied the greatest number of visitors
to Cuba. In 2007, 11.6 thousand Chinese tourists vis-
ited the island, more than doubling the 4.9 thousand
that visited in 2000.

STATISTICS FOR 2008

The latest statistics available for tourist arrivals to
Cuba in 2008 come from the Caribbean Tourism Or-
ganization (CTO) and show arrivals for the months of
January until August. During the first eight month of
2008, 1,693 thousand tourists visited the island.
While this is a strong 13% increase from the like peri-
od in 2007, it represents only a 5% increase over like
periods in 2005 and 2006. Most of the growth in arriv-
als in 2008 occurred in the early part of the year. In the
first quarter of the year, arrivals were up by 15.2%
compared to a like period in 2007 and up by 14.3% in
the second quarter compared to a like period in 2007.
Data for the first two month of the third quarter show
arrivals to Cuba only 8.5% higher than during the
same period in 2007. 

Once again, Cuba seems to have benefited in 2008
from the growing number of Canadians choosing to
vacation in the Caribbean. From January to July, the
number of Canadians traveling to the Caribbean was
up by 17.7% over the same time in 2007, while arrivals
from Europe grew only by 1.1%. Canadian arrivals to
Cuba during January to August 2008 were up by
28.1% compared to a like period in 2007, while arriv-
als from Europe increased only by 2.2%. Despite the
slow down in arrivals in the second half of the year,

Cuban officials have announced that they expect arriv-
als to reach over 2.3 million in 2008.

CONCLUSIONS
Following rapid expansion in the 1980s and 1990s, the
Cuban international tourism sector has seemingly en-
tered a period of stagnation. While total arrivals
seemed to recover in 2003 and 2004, this growth can
be attributed to an increase in Canadian tourists and
Cuba’s aggressive promotion of visits from Cuban-
Americans. When the bottom fell out of the Cuban-
American market due to the tightening of U.S. travel
restrictions, arrivals in 2005 were kept afloat by Vene-
zuelan flown into Cuba for medical treatment.

With the possible exception of the Canadian market,
all evidence points to the fact that Cuba’s competitive-
ness in all major markets has been dwindling. This is
probably attributed to two main factors; the low quali-
ty of Cuban tourism and increasing prices.

Cuba’s tourism industry still has a very low rate of re-
turn. Poor food and service keeps tourists from return-
ing (The Economist 2007). While poor quality and
low rate of return has plagued the industry from its
emergence, Cuba has been able to offset the low rate of
return by attracting tourists from new markets. Cuba’s
ability to do so might have run its course. The de-dol-
larization of the Cuban economy, combined with the
revaluation of the convertible peso, has made the Cu-
ban vacation a bit too expensive for European tourists,
who see their appreciated Euros go further at dollar-
denominated vacation spots.

The future does not look bright for the Cuban tourist
industry through the end of the decade. Not only has
the island lost competitiveness vis-a-vis other markets,
but current global economic conditions are not favor-
able. The world-wide travel industry is being plagued
by the financial and economic crisis as well as volatile
oil prices. 

In mid-November 2008, Cuba’s Vice Minister of
Tourism welcomed a plane (an Air Canada flight) car-
rying traveler number 2 million arriving in Cuba dur-
ing that year (AFP 2008). Vice Minister Morejón pre-
dicted that by year-end, over 2,340 thousand tourists
would visit the island, “a record number.” While this
would indeed be the largest annual number of interna-
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tional tourists to visit the island, it would represent
only an 8.7% increase in arrivals compared to 2005. It
would also be far out of track for meeting the 5 to 7

million tourists by the year 2010 that Cuba had fore-
casted in the year 2000 (Rice 2000; Pérez-Mok and
García 2000). 
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